
The game consists of up to 3 eras, 
followed by the endgame.

Overview

Setup 
Agree on a difficulty level (  /  /  ): It determines the configuration of the board bases, what event cards 
are available, the mission requirements ( ) and the raw material token’s limit ( ).

A. Strategy phase
1. Prophecies: 
• Ships: Roll the dice matching the ships shown on the event card. Place their standees on those chasms. 
• On , reveal both prophecies (A & B).
• On  & , count the  on  and: 

(A) Tamonante: Show each god’s catastrophe card.
(B) Tibiabin: Take a prophecy card. Place the standees shown on the event card on the volca-

noes ( , , ) or chasms ( ) indicated in the prophecy.
2. Planning: Establish a strategy, negotiate the division of tasks and the payment of offerings.
3.  Secret objetives (if  is visible on the event card): Deal 2 cards per tribe. In priority 

order, choose one, place it face down with a scoring token on top of it and discard the other.

B. Action phase
In turn order, carry out 1 or 2 consecutive actions: single , double  or Other actions (those that do not 
require a marker). Play rounds, until all players run out of markers or decide to pass.

Endgame
Verify whether the objective of the game has been reached. 20
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• + : reveal both prophecies (A&B).
• : the owner chooses one (A or B).
• : reveal none.

Phases of each era

C. End of era phase
Carry out 
these steps: 
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 » If any wrath thermometer reaches  level, everyone loses.

 » Eras & : If all tribes have 1  + 1  alive, keep playing. Otherwise go to Endgame.
 » In era : Go to Endgame now. (Steps 9 & 10 are not played.)

Select a game mode and the
variants to include:

Or
Dominion (2 to 4 players)

Competitive:  either all players lose, or 
the one with the highest score wins. 

Alliance (1 to 4 players)

Cooperative: all players either win or 
lose. No score is kept.



 Villager 

 Settlement 

 Goat alive

 Slaughtered goat(*) 

 Slaughtered pig(*) 
(*) Decide one by one which 
animals to slaughter. 

Actions

1 Movement

By land: Move as many as you want  
between two adjacent hexagons.

By Sea: One  holds up to 5 , 
one of which must be a .
1. Board on an adjacent hex (pay 1 wood 

to build a if there is none).
2. Sail as far as you want in a straight 

line.
3. Land on an adjacent terrain. 

1 - Trade panel actions
(If  is visible.) 

 Develop: Pay the cost of the 1st undeveloped inven-
tion. Transfer its  to the action deposit.

 Produce: All your  of that trade produce sim-
ple goods (always) and complex goods (when  
is visible). Transform  into nonperishable food 
by paying 1 unit of resource shown under the de-
posit (optional, if  is visible).

Produce 1 unit per...

2 - Tribe panel actions

 Build cave: Pay its cost. Transfer  to the action deposit.

 Explore: Combine as you like up to 3 land and sea movements. 
Every  that moves may perform optional actions where they 
finish exploring. As many as they want which are compatible with 
the type of pawn (  or ) and the hex they are in:

 Raw material collection: Get the reward. Place the maker 
on its deposit on the tribe panel.                       
 » Exhausting an island  >> : It is not allowed / : .

 Barter: Exchange  1:1 with a  at your location.

 Reconquest: Move to a fort taking at least 1 . 

 You win if you take as many  and spend as many weap-
ons as there are . Move  to your prison. : .

 You lose otherwise: your  die.    
If you spend weapons (Hero), you kill (not imprison) 1  
per weapon and get 1 idol. 

 Make offerings: In a volcano, transfer  from your depos-
its to the offering cards. / /  are wildcards.
 » 1st player to make an offering on any card takes 1 idol.

 Build settlement: On a terrain with no .   
You must know the trade (  visible).

 Gather livestock: Take 1 or 2 animals from the wilderness to a 
Farm ( ) or Herd ( ) if you know the trade (  visible). 
 » Exhausting a deposit >> : It is not allowed / : .

3 - Other actions 

 » Use an idol: Place one with 
the symbol  faced up and 
carry out its effects.

 » Sell an idol: Discard an 
unplayed idol in exchange 
for 1  of your choice.

 » Buy at the artisan's mar-
ket: Pay the cost of a card 
and follow its instructions 
(Pg. 28).

Type of movements:



Reproduction: +1 if there are already at least 2:  on a  / 
 on a fort /  or  on a  or in the wilderness.

Feeding: Spend  per . Unfed  die.    
For each tribe with casualties . ( :  per dead villager.)
Garbage: Transfer there any  from deposits with , or exceeding a vessel’s capacity (3 units). If there 
is more than 1 per tribe: remove 1  per tribe and . ( :  if you have the most .)

Shelter: Without the cave, each  above 4 dies.    
For each tribe with casualties . ( :  per dead villager.)
Offerings: If paid in full for the god: / . Otherwise: / . 
(  Top contributor: . Second best: . Rest of contributors: +1 .)
Events: Resolve the catastrophes shown on the Event card in order.      
If any prophecy was unpaid during the strategy phase, reveal now what was not known.

Eruption: Cover the impact area with  and place  on them. 
Tsunami: Remove all terrains and  within the impact area.
Moneiba’s and Acoran’s catastrophes: Apply its effect to all the 
islands with at least one hex within the impact area.
Conquistadors ships: Each ship attacks the nearest island.  
In case of a tie, choose the one with more , then the one with 
more  and finally the player with priority would decide.  

• They attack every  with 2 . 
• If there are no , they attack one terrain. Preference order:               

Depending on the wrath level of 
Acorán ( , ) or Moneiba ( , 

), the area includes 1 ( ), 2 ( ) 
or 3 ( ) circles around the standee.

Impact area

 » No effect on walled terrains (occupied or not) or where a protection idol is used. 
 » When unoccupied terrains or  are attacked: place a fort with 2 .
 » In all other cases, there is hand-to-hand combat: natives win if there are at least as many armed 

 as  (spend the weapons). ( :  for everyone that spends weapons.)
Otherwise, natives lose and die. Place a fort with 2 .      
If you lose but spend 1 weapon (Hero), you kill 1  and win an idol. Placed only 1  on the fort.

Learning: Tribes learn trades when one of their  is in a  of that kind with a  that knows it.   
Transfer the  of that trade from  to the action's deposit.
Survival: Wrath levels must be below , or everyone loses. 

 & : All tribes must have 1  and 1 , or else go to the Endgame. : Go to the Endgame.

Prophecies (  & ): In priority order, deliver fire to the 1st seer (place   on  if you do).  
Repeat the process for the 2nd seer in the new priority order. ( :  for each one paid.)
Maintenance (  & ): Remove played . Transfer played  to your action deposit. Remove the Event 
and Offering cards and show the next ones. Remove the catastrophes cards without showing the next.

:  Give your token to the player at your left /  Deal them in the current priority order.

End of Era



EN

Solidarity points scored during the game

 For being the highest contributor to an offering.
 For being the 2nd highest contributor to an offering. 
 For giving fire to a seer.
 For winning a battle or reconquering a territory. 
 For exhausting the resources of an island or a wil-
derness deposit.

 For each  dead from hunger or lack of shelter.
 For having more  in the garbage when it ex-
ceeds its capacity.

Summary of the effectS of attackS

Dominion mode
1. Retain Control of the Archipelago,  

or all players lose. 
2. The tribes with at least one  and one  

alive, are considered survivors. 

Endgame scoring: 
Add to your current score...

: For each raw material monopoly,  
 If the difference is by 2 or more.

: For every solidarity idol.

: For every  still alive.

: For every common objective 
achieved.

   : For meeting a secret 
objective.

After final scoring, the survivor with more soli-
darity points wins the game.

Alliance mode
1. Keep at least one  and one  alive. 
2. Control 1 . 
3. Retain control of the archipelago. 
4. Achieve the Mission. 

Only if all players meet all re-
quirements, they win the game. 
Otherwise, they lose.

Verify whether the objective of the game has 
been reached:

EndgamE

/

Lack of food or shelter

Excess of garbage

Offerings

Weapons Fire

How tHe wratH of tHe 
Gods rises and falls


